Slowly adapting receptors in cat hip joint.
1. The activity of slowly adapting joint receptors was recorded from fibers of the posterior articular nerve of the hip in deeply anesthetized cats. The static stimulus was any position of the femur maintained at least 2 min after passive displacement. Most of the fibers are active in all the positions where the femur may be placed. Modulation in the discharge frequency occurs in any axis of displacement, and higher activity is recorded at extreme positions. The maximal discharge may be reached in several positions of the femur far away from one another. 2. Adaptation to static stimuli occurs in all the receptors. Joint receptors fire at very regular, steady rates; the mean coefficient of variation was 0.079. 3. In most of the receptors, when the femur is displaced along a single axis, the frequency of discharge varies as a monotonic function of joint position. This relationship could be described either by linear and logarithmic or by linear and power functions, according to the criteria adopted to indicate the intensity of the stimulus. 4. Repetition of identical static stimuli results in different responses. 5. The static properties of the receptors are not modified by the section of periarticular muscles. 6. Hip joint receptors are able to code hip joint position.